
Things Every Marketer Should Do
to Prepare for 2017 Planning



Towards the end of each year, marketing leadership 

is tasked with budgeting for the upcoming year. At 

the beginning of the last quarter, budget meetings 

start popping up and marketers everywhere shudder. 

With one of the biggest budgets in the company (if 

not the biggest) you’re asked the tough questions: 

What exactly did we get out of that event? You need 

additional headcount to do what? …tweet? Do you 

really need that much for technology? And, so on.

Don’t shudder this year when it comes to planning 

and budgeting for next year. Follow this guide to 

make sure you’re prepared.
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You should be doing this monthly, if not bi-weekly. But, if you haven’t 

done it at all, it’s a good thing to do now. High ticket items such as 

events, pay-per-click campaigns and paid lead programs are all easily 

trackable through a well-aligned marketing automation and CRM pair. 

You should be able to see how many unique leads your paid efforts 

sourced, how many leads your campaigns influenced and how much 

pipeline was driven by those campaigns. The added bonus of going 

through this activity is that you should see how much revenue you 

sourced, depending on the length of your sales cycle. Being able 

to articulate how marketing is moving the needle on the business in 

the universal language of money is the single best way to justify your 

budget and your value.

Review Marketing Sourced
and Influenced Pipeline:
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Let’s face it, your processes could be a lot more efficient. The exercise of 

documenting your processes is great because it becomes obvious where 

they could be better. These documents will also help you onboard new 

employees in the new year – remember, you need additional headcount to 

run your social strategy globally across products (not just tweet!) The nature 

of marketing requires collaboration between roles within the department, but 

it can also create unnecessary overlap if processes and responsibilities aren’t 

clearly defined.  Creating efficiency across campaigns is the best way to do 

more with the resources you already have. Well-defined processes also help 

you clearly communicate the need for additional headcount.

Document Processes:
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An added benefit of documenting your processes is that it can help you 

realign with the other departments. If you don’t already have a handshake 

agreement with sales on when and how leads are being passed to sales 

and back from sales to marketing, you should use the end of the year to 

make sure both departments sign off on the process. Creating the process 

is two-fold: First, you need to make sure your marketing automation 

platform is setup to pass data the right way to the CRM and vice versa. 

Secondly, marketing and sales leaders need to shake hands on the volume 

and quality of leads created. As the marketing leader, you should be able 

to communicate the prospect experience before the leads are passed 

to sales and make sure it correlates with the sales process. (If you can 

document this whole process, you’ll also uncover places where you can 

work more efficiently with sales.)

Realign with Sales:
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Market Awareness and PR:

It’s important to be realistic about your position in the market 

– good or bad. What did you do in the past year to maintain 

or improve your position and what new things can you do to 

continue to educate the market? Market awareness is a hard 

thing to measure, but it’s good to start tracking changes. 

Pay attention to indicators like placement in analyst reports, 

number of outlets picking up your press releases, and volume 

of inbound media requests for interviews. Understanding 

how market awareness and PR fit into your content strategy 

also help you drive a higher volume of qualified leads. If you 

have the time, you should also start tracking how many other 

websites are referring back to your site. Your PR efforts can do 

wonders for creating relevant backlinks on your website which 

ultimately will help you rank better on Google.
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Do you have a content strategy? It’s one of the latest buzzwords in 

marketing, but marketers have been strategizing around content for 

a very long time. They simply may not have put it all together in one 

place. It’s a good end-of-year activity to outline your content strategy. 

Define everything from key topics pertaining to your business, content 

types (white paper vs. video), promotion channels (paid media vs. blog). 

Analyze whether or not your content works together with the content 

your salespeople use, Google keyword rankings and your product 

team’s vision of how you fit in the market. The most important part of 

reviewing your content strategy at the end of the year is understanding 

its impact on revenue. Essentially, did your content help elevate the 

quality and quantity of leads and ultimately, grow new revenue?

Content Strategy:
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Arming salespeople with the right content could be the difference 

between an opportunity win or loss. Meet with sales leaders and 

representatives to understand their needs. (You should probably do this 

at the start of the new year. December is never a good time for sales 

to be in internal meetings.) Do they need a completely new company 

overview deck or just tweaks to the current one? If your business has 

multiple products or product lines, being able to communicate them 

easily to prospects can be difficult. Collaborate with your sales leaders 

on how you’re presenting these products. Perhaps you can provide a 

data sheet for a whole solution, highlighting multiple products, than 

individual slides on each product.

Sales Enablement:
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What technology do you have and what are you using? If you haven’t 

previously kept track of this in one place, you should. There are so 

many tools out there now for marketers, it can get confusing. And, 

while it might not seem like a large investment at the time, a $100 

license here and there can add up. 

 

You should also think about your marketing technology strategy. If 

you’re paying $250 per month on advanced website analytics and 

$250 on an email marketing tool, you could be getting a lot more out 

of a marketing automation platform for slightly more money. Not only 

are you consolidating tools, you’re making them work better for you.

Technology Audit:
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Now that you’ve gone through the exercises in points one 

through seven, you need to determine how they fit into 

your overall marketing framework. Use the output of these 

exercises to build tangible goals in each area of marketing. 

Be sure to tie each of those goals back to each member 

of your team (or, group within your team.) In a revenue-

marketing world, most of these goals should have a clear 

path to opportunity creation and revenue generation. After 

this exercise, you’ll be able to build a plan and budget you 

feel great about. You will also be able to clearly communicate 

your budget, plan and goals to other stakeholders within 

the company. Whether it be to other c-level members, 

sales, product or services, being able to clearly articulate 

the marketing plan also helps set expectations and help rally 

the company around common goals.
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Salesfusion makes enterprise-grade marketing automation accessible to everyone with 
a no-fail approach. Recognizing that marketing success depends not just on technology 
but also on expertise, processes and people, Salesfusion provides clients a team of 
marketing experts in addition to its complete and easy-to-use marketing automation 
platform. The company’s solution includes all the features marketers need to create, 
manage and analyze marketing tactics and campaigns— including email & nurture 
marketing, lead scoring & management, website tracking & analytics, landing pages & 
forms, social media management, CRM integration and marketing dashboards. To learn 
more about Salesfusion’s commitment to ensuring success during every stage of growth 
at an affordable price point, visit www.Salesfusion.com.

855.238.6522    |     sales@salesfusion.com    |     www.salesfusion.com


